
 

Quickspin to reveal all at ICE 

  

Supplier set to unveil ground-breaking Achievements Engine 

  
Stockholm, January 25, 2017 – Swedish slots specialist Quickspin is getting ready to pull back the curtain 
on its industry-first Achievements Engine at ICE Totally Gaming in London, as well as a raft of new games. 
  
The supplier’s production line has been firing on all cylinders over the past few months, with the firm set 
to launch new titles and tools before, during and after the show, all of which will be on display at its stand 
(N2-312).  
  
Taking centre stage will be its Achievements Engine, which will be introduced to delegates for the first 
time. Players are encouraged to keep spinning the reels as they chase tokens and prizes, driving 
engagement and retention to the next level. 
  
Players can track their progress, claim, and use their rewards within an achievements page accessible from 
each game. The rewards pay out as Quickspin tokens, which can be used to trigger the game feature, most 
often the free spins bonus round. 
  
The Achievements Engine forms part of a suite of player promotion and engagement tools known as 
Quickspin Promote, which also includes Feature Trigger and Flexible Free Rounds. 
  
Quickspin will also unveil mobile portrait mode, which will be rolled out across all its games. The supplier 
has focused heavily on design and UX, updating its entire keyboard to ensure the experience is seamless 
and intuitive. 
  
The supplier’s entire product portfolio will be on display during the show, including latest release Hot 
Sync, which uses classic symbols and transports them to a fun and funky environment. New titles 
Leprechaun Hills and Hero will also break cover for the first time. 
  
Visitors to the Quickspin stand will also be able to take part in an exciting competition that highlights an 
innovative trigger feature built into its soon-to-be-released Hero slot. Whoever achieves the highest score 
will win a pair of luxury headphones. 
  
Quickspin Chief Creative Officer Mats Westerlund will take time away from the stand to speak at the 
Playtech Academy on Wednesday 8th at 2pm. He will be discussing the creative process behind creating 
high quality content.  
  



Quickspin CEO Daniel Lindberg, said: “We are thrilled to be returning to ICE once again, this time with a 
bag full of exciting new games and features that we can’t wait to share with delegates visiting our stand. 
  
“We are really interested to see the reaction to our innovative new Achievements Engine, which we 
believe will help our partners better engage their players and ultimately encourage them to continue 
spinning the reels for longer. 
  
“We also look forward to catching up with friends old and new, and chatting about some of the emerging 
trends and factors shaping our often frantic yet always fun industry.” 
  
ENDS 
For more information about this press release please contact Square in the Air on 00 44 203 586827 or 
enquiries@squareintheair.com For more information about Quickspin please contact Daniel Lindberg on 

daniel.lindberg@quickspin.com or 0046 709 676768  
About Quickspin: 
Quickspin is a Swedish game studio developing innovative video slots for real money online gambling and free to 

play social markets. The aim of our 60-strong team of gaming industry veterans is to cause a market-changing shift 

in quality and innovation by creating the kind of games that we as players would love to play. Quickspin games are 

integrated with our customers' casino through our own platform which includes ground breaking promotional 

tools to help attract and retain players 
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